The domain of healthcare acquired its influence by the impact of big data since the data sources involved in the healthcare organizations are well-known for their volume, heterogeneous complexity and high dynamism. Though the role of big data analytical techniques, platforms, tools are realized among various domains, their impact on healthcare organization for implementing and delivering novel use-cases for potential healthcare applications shows promising research directions. In the context of big data, the success of healthcare applications solely depends on the underlying architecture and utilization of appropriate tools as evidenced in pioneering research attempts. Novel research works have been carried out for deriving application specific healthcare frameworks that offer diversified data analytical capabilities for handling sources of data ranging from electronic health records to medical images. In this paper, we have presented various analytical avenues that exist in the patient-centric healthcare system from the perspective of various stakeholders. We have also reviewed various big data frameworks with respect to underlying data sources, analytical capability and application areas. In addition, the implication of big data tools in developing healthcare eco system is also presented.
Introduction
Big Data analytics and its implications received their own recognition in many verticals of which healthcare system emerges as one of the promising sectors (Andreu-Perez et al., 2015) . The distinguishing characteristics of big data namely Volume (hugeness of data availability), Velocity (arrival of data as a flood of fashion), Variety (existence of data from multiple sources with diversified formats) find their own features in the abundant sources of healthcare data (Martin-Sanchez and Verspoor, 2014) . The data sources for healthcare system have been broadly classified as (i) Structured data: Data that obeys defined data type, format, and structure. Example for such data in healthcare domain includes hierarchical terminologies of various diseases, their symptoms and diagnosis information, laboratory results, patient information such as admission histories, drug and billing information for the availed clinical services. (ii) Semi-structured data: Data that has been organized with minimal structure along with selfdescribing nature. Example for such data includes data generated from devices such as sensors for effective monitoring of patient's behaviour. (iii) Unstructured data: Data that has no inherent structure, which may include medical prescriptions written in human languages, clinical letters, biomedical literature, discharge summaries and so forth. Hence, the exploration of healthcare data to achieve valuable insights for diversified stakeholders (clinicians, patients, hospitals, pharmacy etc.) is a challenging and daunting task due to the enormous variety of data (structured, unstructured, semi-structured) from various sources. To extract Value (the fourth 'V' of big data attribute) from the existing 3 V's, it is appropriate to advocate efficient data processing platforms, smarter technologies for data collection, intelligent computational analysis, storage and visualization techniques (Sedig and Ola, 2014) towards attaining novel knowledge and efficient decision support strategies for different issues in healthcare.
Big data exhibits abundant potential to support a wide range of medical and healthcare functions such as clinical decision support, disease surveillance and population health management (Liang and Kelemen, 2016) . Rapid advancement in Electronic Health Records (EHR) of patients, integration of social, behavioural and omics data with ICT based mHealth, eHealth, Smart Health and telehealth devices have led to the development of novel healthcare frameworks for supporting precision medicine and personalized patient care. Recent research attempts show that the comprehensive healthcare solutions have resulted with the aid of architectural frameworks that supports various levels of layered services. The underlying idea behind the development of these frameworks is the effective analytics of various healthcare data sources for identifying casual relationships and pattern of interest among the sources of big data. These frameworks promote healthcare solutions from the disease centric model to patient-centric model, where active participation of patients in their own healthcare resulted. In this paper, we review significant developments that occurred over recent years in building healthcare frameworks to orchestrate data analysis, management and visualization techniques as an end-toend solution for the provision of improved healthcare services.
Due to the existence of diversified data formats, huge volume and associated uncertainty that exist among the sources of big data, the task of data curation plays a vital role in transforming raw data into an actionable knowledge. Though medical data are complex in nature, they exhibit strong inter-dependency and hence tasks such as simplification of data complexity, identification of interconnection among various health features, selection of target attributes for healthcare analytics require highly sophisticated and matured domain specific tools and techniques. There are various diversified complexities that exist in the healthcare computing environment such as handling of stream oriented data from ubiquitous devices for the purpose of patient monitoring, integration of disparate data sources towards developing predictive models, format construction and compression of medical images. In addition, most of the data enrichment activities and knowledge synthesizing processes in the various stages of data analytics life cycle largely rely upon the usage of big data tools. In this perspective, the important features of various big data tools that play significant role in the construction of healthcare frameworks are highlighted by providing a systematic review.
The organization of the paper has been structured as follows: The impact of big data analytics in healthcare system from the perspective of various stakeholders has been conceived in Section 2. Section 3 deliberately reviews various state-of-the art research attempts in developing healthcare frameworks along with their pros and cons. The implication of various big data tools in delivering healthcare solutions is highlighted in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides concluding remarks of the paper.
The impact of big data in healthcare
In the business sector, the core value of big data has been effectively utilized for the identification of behavioural patterns of the consumers to develop innovative business services and solutions. In the healthcare sector, the implication of big data serves predictive analytical techniques and machine learning platforms (AlJarrah et al., 2015) for the provision of sustainable solutions such as the implementation of treatment plans and personalized medical care. Jee and Kim (2013) compared the healthcare big data with the big data generated from the business sector under different attributes and their values. They redefined the characteristics of the healthcare big data into three features namely Silo, Security, and Variety instead of Volume, Velocity and Variety. Silo represents the legacy database that contains public healthcare information maintained in stakeholders' premises such as hospitals. The security feature implies the extra care needed in maintaining healthcare data. The variety feature indicates the existence of healthcare data in many forms such as structured, unstructured and semi-structured.
With the advent of big data analytics and its associated technologies, the healthcare domain witnessed pragmatic transformations at various stages from the perspective of involved stakeholders (Wang and Alexander, 2015) . The impact of big data in healthcare results in identifying new data sources such as social media platforms, telematics, wearable devices etc. in addition to the analysis of legacy sources that includes patient medical history, diagnostic and clinical trials data, drug effectiveness index etc. When the mixture of these data sources and analytics are coupled together, it provides a valuable source of information for healthcare researchers towards attaining novel healthcare solutions (Zhou et al., 2017) . A typical patient centric healthcare ecosystem with its significant stakeholders and their diversified data sources (structured/semi-structured/unstructured) is perceived in Fig. 1 .
When these stakeholders work collaboratively and share their data insights effectively, healthcare solutions would be offered in a cost-effective manner with improved personalized care for patients.
By considering the importance of these stakeholders in building big data healthcare ecosystem, the next section throws insights on their perspective over the effective utilization of big data sources.
Healthcare stakeholders & big data sources
This section elaborates how the diversified sources of big data cater the requirements of prominent stakeholders (patients, medical practitioners, hospital operators, pharma and clinical researchers, healthcare insurers) in attaining novel healthcare solutions. In addition, it offers appropriate analytical techniques to extract meaningful healthcare patterns of interest from the specified data sources.
Patients
The patient community always expects to avail a broad range of healthcare services at affordable cost with personalized recommendations (Mancini, 2014) . In addition to physician's clinical diagnosis, they have an opportunity to gain more medical knowledge through digital platforms such as social media networks, clinical forums etc. These big data sources enable the patients to connect with similar people for gaining information such as disease symptoms, side-effects, hospitalization, drug information, feedback about clinical reports and post effect scenarios with improved privacy (Bouhriz and Chaoui, 2015; Kupwade Patil and Seshadri, 2014) . Those patients who are unable to visit hospitals can avail telemedicine services for their healthcare needs. The platform could act as a big data repository and capture vital health signs such as temperature, heart rate, blood pressure and stream those data into a centralized repository for triggering periodical health alerts.
Medical practitioners
The massive amount of data generated from various phases of diagnosis and treatment plans of patients helps healthcare providers to identify the real insight about the progress of the treatments that are offered by them. There are many sources of big data that are generated by the healthcare system during the execution of treatment plans. It includes classification codes for various diseases and clinical services, laboratory results, clinical notes, medical imaging data, and sensor devices that capture patient's behaviour under different scenarios. When such big data sources are considered for constructing the Clinical Disease Repository (CDR), it improves public health surveillance and offers faster response through effective analysis of disease patterns. Besides, integration of data from wearable devices into healthcare applications also provides significant benefits such as facilitating physicians to track the usage of drugs, monitor the patient's health condition at any point in time.
Hospital operators
To effectively manage the patient's experiences and for optimizing the available resources, hospital operators highly rely upon the outcome of big data sources. Models based on predictive and prescriptive analytics are developed with the expertise of data scientists for measuring the strength of relationships between patient satisfaction indexes and availed services. Besides, resource allocation and optimization techniques can be successfully deployed on the basis of available big data towards fulfilling the manpower requirements for different sections of the hospital. The strategic operators of the hospitals can also utilize the location awareness data to decide the co-location of various departments to optimize the use of expensive healthcare equipment. Development of descriptive models on the basis of post-treatment data generated from follow-up phone calls, email communications, text messages would also facilitate to improve the offered services.
Pharma and clinical researchers
The impact of big data reflects a healthcare reformation in the domain of pharmaceutical and clinical research. The usage of omics and clinical big data (Wu et al., 2017) helps to build predictive models for understanding the biological and drug processes that attribute to the high success rate in attaining effective drug designs. Effective analysis of health data from diversified big data sources helps pharma companies to measure the outcome of designed drugs with smaller and shorter trials (Merelli et al., 2014) . By coupling in-memory computing technologies with automated systems in drug manufacturing units, pharmaceutical companies can effectively integrate and analyze various forms of data to build end-to-end product solutions. Inputs from other stakeholders such as drug recommendation by a physician for a particular disease, quantum of consumption by patients, sales history from the drug shops enable the pharmaceutical organizations to evaluate and visualize their current market position for arriving strategic business decisions.
Healthcare insurers
The emergence of healthcare big data opens new analytical avenues for the benefit of healthcare insurers. Accordingly, novel health plans for frequently occurring diseases based on the geographical regions can be introduced with minimal premium cost. Advocating appropriate health plans for customers on the basis of various features such as age, gender, family history, income, nature of job enables benefits for both the insurer and customer. Analyzing unstructured data from claim history through predictive modeling techniques enables the insurance organization to predict patterns of authentic claims and unusual outliers for minimizing the cost of abuse. Big data coupled with Internet-ofThings (IoT) facilitate the insurers to introduce new and innovative business models such as usage-based insurance by analyzing the customer behaviour data captured in real-time. Mobile IoT (Internet of Things) plays a crucial role in transforming healthcare by allowing new business models to emerge and enables changes in work processes, productivity improvements and customer experiences (Dimitrov, 2016) .
By analyzing the influence of big data on the above stakeholders, we have identified the potential big data sources in a typical patient-centric healthcare system. Table 1 presents various analytical strategies that explore meaningful patterns of interest in the domain of healthcare.
In the next section, we have reviewed various healthcare frameworks by highlighting their data sources, analytical capability and application areas.
Big data frameworks for healthcare
Recent research attempts advocate various healthcare frameworks for handling large volume of diversified data from disparate data sources to churn out significant patterns and trends. This section reviews those big data frameworks and highlights the contribution in the domain of healthcare.
An applied architectural framework for healthcare system using big data analytics has been proposed by Raghupathi and Raghupathi (2014) . The framework consists of layers such as Data Source layer, Transformation Layer, Big Data platform layer and Analytical layer. The data source layer mainly focuses on internal and external data sources of healthcare found in multiple locations under various formats. The transformation layer is responsible for operations such as extraction, transformation, and loading of data into big data platform through various data staging techniques such as middleware and data warehousing operations. The layer of big data platform comprises of various Hadoop ecosystem tools (2013) proposed a patient centric personalized healthcare framework based on collaborative filtering approach. It captures patient similarities and produces personalized disease risk profiles for individuals. Collaborative filtering is a data analysis technique designed to predict user's opinion about an item or service based on the known preferences of a large group of users. In the proposed framework, individual patient's healthcare history has been compared with all other available patients' medical histories on the basis of defined similarity constraints such as occupation, symptom, lab result, family history and demographic data. Based on the similarity computation, a pool of similar patients is selected and prediction of diseases has been carried out. With the increasing use of electronic healthcare records, the proposed framework provides a proactive healthcare solution in the context of big data. Besides the advantage of offering patient centric personalized healthcare framework for physicians to assess the disease risk of patients, it handles only the diagnosis codes that confirm to ICD-9-CM (International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification) standards.
A big data analytical framework that utilizes ubiquitous healthcare system has been attempted by Kim et al. (2014) . The framework analyses vital signs extracted from accelerometers to provide healthcare services. Vital signs are continuous time series data that are unstructured in nature and having inadequacy to store in the traditional databases. Electro Cardiogram signals (ECG), respiration and the motion data have been accounted as vital signs. The framework employed open standard platform to support interoperability among data and different devices. Hadoop platform has been extended by adding algorithms to extract feature values from raw data of vital signs and store them for real-time analysis. Despite the novelty of proposing Hadoop based platform for extracting and processing bio signals such as ECG, their work lacks in delivering substantial analytical models on the top of Map-Reduce programming model.
The implication of computational aspects in medical and health big data informatics have been extensively surveyed by Fang et al. (2016) . They advocated a framework called 'Health informatics processing pipeline framework' that combines a sequence of steps to reap meaningful patterns from healthcare big data. The framework consists of process pipeline such as data capturing (identifying data sources such as electronic healthcare data, clinical support data sources, and laboratory results), storing (identifying cost effective storage infrastructure for analysing healthcare data), analysing (performing tasks such as data pre-processing, feature selection and machine learning) searching (extracting meaningful patterns of interest from the outcome of analysis), decision support (utilizing the pattern base for effective decision making in the health informatics domain). Besides the proposed framework, certain research directions with respect to issues pertaining to data heterogeneity such as structured and unstructured healthcare data, complexity existing in the available data, privacy issues and visualization of discovered patterns are also explored in their work. Their proposed healthcare framework offers a systematic data processing pipeline for stages of big health informatics such as data gathering, storing, searching and analyzing data from diversified sources. However the focus towards technological aspects of implementation with the aid of big data tools and techniques is obliterated.
With the advent of mobile devices and sensor networks, pervasive healthcare services emerged as a novel solution in the health informatics domain, since it offers healthcare services to the patient at anytime/anywhere basis. With the wide range of mobile devices, sensors and wearable applications, data generated in heterogenic formats have been utilized for the provision of ondemand healthcare services. A framework for healthcare big data analytics in mobile cloud computing environment was proposed by Youssef (2014) . The framework provides high-level integration, interoperability, availability, and sharing of healthcare data among various stakeholders namely medical practitioners, patients, and drug developers through the following components: (i) Cloud component -hosts patient information and offers healthcare services (ii) EHR component -responsible for integrating distinct patient records from different sources such as pharmacy, hospital, and lab. (iii) Security component -guarantees the protection of security and privacy issues by implementing encryption and authentication techniques (iv) Data analytical component -deploys different analytical tools for discovering new kinds of patterns from the available HER (iv) Care Delivery Organization (CDO) components-represents the different healthcare organizations distributed in various locations. All such organizations can perform data sharing using HL7 protocol, which is the standard structure of communication among healthcare organizations. Though the framework elaborately discusses the security aspects for protecting patient data in a cloud environment, empirical evaluation of the proposed security policies have not been advocated.
The need for self-caring services for patients under emergency situation has been focused by Lin et al. (2015) and advocated a cloud based big data healthcare framework. It consists of an offline Hadoop cluster and an online distributed search cluster. The Hadoop cluster is responsible for off-line storage and index building of medical documents and the online cluster has been designed for processing user query in a highly concurrent and scalable fashion. The online cluster consists of (i) Search node -for retrieving medical records (ii) Node for Data analysis -for developing disease symptom lattices (iii) Access control lattice -for filtering privacy information of patient (iv) Load balanced cluster -For balancing the load of user queries. Based on the proposed framework, a prototype design for home diagnosis service has been attributed for testing the validity of the proposal. Also, the scalability of the cloud based framework has been achieved by dynamically adding and removing the nodes in each cluster. Though the proposed work implements a prototype of cloud-based framework for selfdiagnosis service, it analyzes only the historical medical records of patients.
The importance of semantic interoperability among clinical information is the prime focus of the work carried out by LegazGarca et al.(2016) . They have argued that the lack of interoperability among clinical models and clinical record yield inefficiency in the healthcare system. To establish semantic integration of Electronic Healthcare Data (EHR), they proposed a framework based on Web Ontology Language (OWL). The patient data (EHR) obtained from the relational databases is transformed into OWL for ontology construction and the constructed ontology has been utilized for data exploration such as EHR based data classification and visualization. Though the framework offers advantages of using semantic technologies in biomedical research, adding further efforts in learning optimal set of parameters for constructing ontologies in archetypes will enhance the outcomes of framework.
A cyber-physical system based healthcare framework-'smart healthcare framework' that integrates sensing technologies, cloud computing, Internet of things, and big data analytics has been proposed by Sakr and Elgammal (2016) . Various layers that constitute the framework are: (i) Data connection layer -for sensing, extraction and integration (ii) Data storage layer -for storing relational, non-relational and cloud oriented data (iii) Big Data processing and analytical layer -for performing various analytics such as descriptive, predictive and prescriptive analytics (iv) Presentation layer -for developing graphical dashboards and work flows. The proposed architecture holds good for various use-cases such as patient profile analytics, population management, genomic analytics and improved patient monitoring where integration of the above four technologies played a vital role. Their work significantly integrates various ICT advantages such as sensor technologies, cloud computing, Internet of Things and Big Data analytics in offering Smart Healthcare services. In other side, the framework lacks analytical capability to handle complex data sources such as images and streams.
A cloud based context aware framework to identify the impact of socio-economic, demographic and geographical conditions on public health has been attributed by Mahmud et al. (2016) . It is an Amazon web service based cloud platform integrated with geographical information system for capturing, storing and visualizing the big data. Accordingly, contextual and healthcare data from various remote locations and regions have been captured and a predictive model based on fuzzy-rule based summarization technique for health-shock has been proposed. The fuzzy-rule based technique is used to generate interpretable linguistic rules for classifying the health shocks. The proposed cloud based model facilitates the healthcare professional to understand the impact of socioeconomic, environmental and cultural norms that directly or indirectly caused the health-shocks. The novelty of the proposed work has been illustrated with real-time data sets collected from the rural and tribal areas of Pakistan. Though the paper advocates Fuzzy based predictive analytical framework, no adequate comparisons have been made with any benchmarking experimental studies. Jokonya (2014) proposed an integrated big data framework that assists for the prevention and control of diseases such as HIV/AIDS, Tuberculosis, and silicosis. Their framework mainly focuses on the Mining Industry that creates an abundant amount of silica dust. The silica dust that affects the lungs may also cause silicosis and tuberculosis. When the immune system is compromised by HIV/AIDS and silicosis, it makes easier for the tuberculosis to infect the body. The proposed framework addresses the need of Epidemiology predictive model for forecasting and controlling the above mentioned diseases. The big data component of the framework performs data capturing of different Tuberculosis risk factors and combines the data for effective analysis through predictive and descriptive models. Though the proposed framework effectively performs feature selection from different data sets found in Mining Industry for identifying Tuberculosis (TB) disease, the novelty of proposal has not been validated.
It has been noted that the Radio-Frequency-Identification (RFID) technologies received significant attention in the healthcare industry by performing tasks such as tracking of medical equipment, hospital supplies, medication and patient information in an attractive proposition. Though the technological impacts are significant, it equally creates privacy concerns raised by RFID tag bearers. Rahman et al.(2017) attempted RFID based healthcare framework for addressing the privacy issues. The proposed framework consists of two components namely (i) Prisens -used as privacy preserving authentication protocol for sensing RFID tags for different identification and monitoring purposes. It includes drug usage monitoring, surgical instrument tracking, hospital personnel tracking and blood tracking (ii) HSAC -provides a privacy preserving healthcare service accessing mechanism for maintaining user's privacy while accessing various healthcare services. In addition, it follows the role based access mechanism for restricting the unauthorized access of private data that includes both structured and unstructured clinical information. The framework holds good for cheaper tags (tags with less computational capabilities) as well. Though the motivation behind their framework is to enhance the privacy of users in RFID based healthcare system, inculcating the adherence of different privacy levels for different service requests will add promising potential to their research efforts.
A cloud based distributed health information system framework that focuses on privacy and security aspects of medical information has been put forth by Sarkar (2017) . The suggested framework applies set of security constraints and access control mechanisms that guarantee integrity, confidentiality, and privacy for medical data. It consists of various components such as electronic health records, care delivery organization, data analytics, and end users. A three tier sensitive system has been adopted for categorizing patient information stored in the electronic health records. Information such as name of the disease and its status, mental status of patient, biometric identifiers, and mediclaim numbers are ensured with Tier-0 sensitivity. The next level of security (Tier-1) has been applied to authenticate information such as date of birth, name, doctor's name etc. Information such as zip code, blood group, surgery name is authenticated in terms of Tier-2 sensitivity. To prevent privacy and security of patient data from malicious hackers, the framework adopts a two level security mechanism (Level-1 and Level-2). Accordingly, level-1 security relates to the authorization of user towards accessing patient data in the hospital by providing both temporary user-id and patient-id. To access the patient information at the inter-hospital and intrahospital levels, an OTP based level-2 security mechanism has been enforced. Though the framework applies a set of security constraints for maintaining the privacy and confidentiality of medical data, the work mainly relies upon conceptual level only. Hence it requires successful implementation with the aid of necessary infrastructure to claim the validity.
A big data analytical framework for Voice Pathology Assessment (VPA) has been proposed by Hossain and Muhammad (2016) . The framework facilitates the process of extracting, storing, processing and classifying the speech signals from patients. A cloud server receives speech signals from various hospitals and processes them by using two feature extraction techniques namely, MPEG-7 and Interlaced Derivative Pattern (IDP). Machine learning algorithms such as support vector machine, extreme learning machine, and Gaussian mixture model are applied to classify the signal as normal or pathological. Though the novel framework is a pioneering attempt to process voice signals of patient for building healthcare monitoring system, the proposed work does not consider the integration of other sources of big data into voice signals for performing the pathological assessment. Pramanik et al. (2017) carried out critical analysis on the recent advancements in healthcare systems with significant focus on usage of smart system technologies. They advocated a conceptual framework for a big data enabled smart healthcare system towards providing ubiquitous healthcare solutions at reduced cost with increased intelligence. It includes layers such as i) Data source layer for handling structured, unstructured and semi-structured sources of data ii) Data analytics layer for performing big data intensive computation, management and visualization iii) Smart service layer for facilitating services such as data monitoring, privacy and security agreement between consumers and service providers. Besides the layer offers smart service infrastructure with the aid of devices, software and domain entities iv) Knowledge discovery layer added extensive functionalities such as prediction of entity needs, planning and estimation, evaluation and modeling of healthcare service mechanisms. Overall the framework creates opportunities for healthcare organizations in delivering intelligent smart system services. Their research offers a conceptual framework for a big data enabled smart healthcare system and leads to interdisciplinary research directions. Though the framework is the application of three technical branches namely Intelligent Agents, Machine Learning and Text Mining in the context of smart health, the outcome in terms of implementation has not been evaluated in their work.
The usage of Internet of Things (IoT) in smart health demands healthcare services to enforce strict security and data quality in order to preserve the confidentiality and sensitivity of medical data. To support this initiative in large scale heterogeneous smart health environments, Sicari et al.(2017) proposed a flexible policy enforcement framework. The framework uses policy enforcement point (PEP), policy decision point (PDP) and policy administration point (PAP) to cater the needs of various stakeholders (Doctor, Patient, and Visitor). PEP is responsible for intercepting the requests posted by the users for accessing the resources and forwards it to PDP. The PDP on receiving the requests from PEP evaluates it against the authorization policies to arrive at a decision (approved or rejected) and notify it to PEP for granting or denial of access. The entire administration for authorizing policies including runtime policy updates has been carried out by PAP. Smart nodes that include wearable sensors, RFID's and monitors are also performing request initiations on behalf of the aforementioned stakeholders. Though the proposed framework offers a prototype based centralized policy enforcement mechanism for ensuring confidentiality of medical data, it needs further extension to support distributed security policy management solution for coordinating various smart health environments.
A big data framework for the provision of personalized realtime health care services on the basis of context-aware monitoring technology has been put forth by Forkan et al. (2015) . The framework facilitates the analysis of big data inside a cloud environment to find patient specific anomalies from large amount of data. With the advent of cloud, continuously generated big data from heterogeneous context of various living system have been gathered and a 2-step learning methodology has been advocated. In the first step, a Map-Reduce based apriori algorithm has been applied to find out the correlation among context attributes and the threshold values of vital parameters of patient data. As a result, patient specific association rules are mined. In the second step, supervised learning algorithms such as Multi-Layer perception network, Decision Tree, Bayes Network are implemented over the generated association rules for performing context-aware decision. The framework has been implemented in various operational environments such as Single mode (execution of learning algorithm in single core), Pseudo-distributed mode (execution of learning algorithm in parallel), and Cloud mode (execution of learning algorithm in Amazon Elastic MapReduce). In a nut shell, the proposed framework leverages the advantages of context-aware computing, remotemonitoring, cloud computing, machine learning and big data. As a cloud based big data framework that utilizes machine learning approaches to detect anomaly situation of patient, it efficiently performs context-aware decision making in offering personalized healthcare services. However, the process of generating, preprocessing and transmission of sensor data from the patient context has not been perceived.
Recently, the impact of big data analytics in developing novel solution for protein structure prediction problem received significant attention among research community. Proteins are the key functional units in living organism and serve as hormones, receptors, storage, enzymes and as transporters of particles in human body and responsible for biochemical reactions. The huge volume, unstructured format, and ever-changing nature of protein sequence residues found in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) prompt the need of big data intensive computational framework for protein structure prediction problem. Dencelin and Ramkumar (2016) proposed a big data framework using Apache Spark project that adopts Resilient Distributed Data sets (RDD) for secondary structure of proteins. The proposed framework performs machine learning based Multilayer Perceptron Algorithm using different set of input features and network parameters in distributed computing environment. The input PDB data sets (protein sequences) are classified into three secondary structures namely a-helix, b-sheet and coils. They have analysed the classifier accuracy with varied set of parameters by changing the input dataset features and perceptron parameters. In another work (Xavier and Thirunavukarasu, 2017) , they have advocated an Ensemble based Random Forest algorithm to classify the protein structure in a Spark based distributed computing environment. Two bench marking datasets, RS126 and CB513 were taken into account for the implementation and improved accuracy has been obtained. Both the frameworks provide a novel opportunity to obtain a scalable, fault tolerance, efficient and reliable computing performance on Linux clusters. When these frameworks consider deep learning based algorithm for protein structure prediction, it will enhance the accuracy outcome of their proposed work.
The extensive research efforts discussed so far in developing various healthcare frameworks shows the importance of adopting big data based platforms and analytical techniques for reaping quality knowledge and disseminating it to the diversified healthcare stakeholders. In Table 2 , we summarize the discussed healthcare frameworks under different features such as data source utilized, analytical capability and application areas.
The next section elaborates the implications of various big data tools that are useful in attaining significant artefacts in the healthcare lifecycle based on big data.
Implications of big data tools in developing healthcare frameworks
Though diversified big data frameworks are designed towards meeting specific healthcare objectives, they themselves orient well for adopting standard architectural guidelines for performing activities such as data gathering, pre-processing, data analysis, interpretation, and visualization. Due to domain-specific nature of big data healthcare framework, professionals such as data scientist should take utmost care in selecting appropriate tools (Philip Chen and Zhang, 2014; Sukumar et al., 2015) to be used at each level of the framework design and implementation. In this section, we insight the usage of various big data tools that play significant role in executing tasks such as integration of data, injecting intelligence, searching and indexing, stream data processing, and data visualization.
Data integration tools
The continuous growth in the volume and velocity of healthcare data with diversified data types demands the necessity of utilizing the services of data integration tools for aggregating data from disparate sources.
Pentaho (2017) is a big data analytical platform that provides end-to-end data integration to support users for analyzing data from disparate sources such as relational databases, Hadoop distributions, NoSQL stores and enterprise applications. It also provides a flexible user interface for creating visual data flows to perform transformation and integration of data.
Palantir (2017) is a data integration tool that rapidly fuses data from disparate sources such as medical device outputs and medical codes. Further, it enables analytical techniques to develop models for tracking sequence of procedures and clinical data metrics to manage healthcare diagnosis. Ayata (2017) efficiently brings A cloud based big data analytical framework for handling unstructured data Pramanik et al. (2017) Big Data enabled smart healthcare system framework EHR, diagnosis report, social media data, surveillance data, biometric data Provisioning smart healthcare services through service oriented infrastructure Smart system technologies for state of the art healthcare system
Coupling of healthcare knowledge discovery mechanism with smart service infrastructure Sicari et al. (2017) IoT based policy enforcement framework for smart health together structured and unstructured (videos, images, text, sound) healthcare data, mathematical models, business rules to build predictive and prescriptive models. As data integration software, Attunity (2017) ingests data from disparate data sources in an efficient, cost effective and scalable fashion. It integrates data from major sources such as data warehouse, Hadoop and cloud platforms in a rapid manner without manual coding. Informatica (2017) offers a wide range of data management services that includes analytics, integration and governance of healthcare data for improved patient care. It accesses and transforms both clinical and administrative data that conforms to HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) and HL7 standards into usable format. Jitterbit (2017) offers a singlesecure platform for healthcare organizations to access clinical and workflow data by merging unstructured data with structured data in multiple standard formats. The data received from sources such as proprietary EHR systems can be transformed for comprehensive analysis.
Scalable searching and processing tools
Since large volume of clinical notes and unstructured text are commonly used by the physicians in the healthcare domain, there is an immense need for searching and indexing tools for performing optimized full-text search capability of clinical data. These tools are utilized for effective distributed text management and indexing large volume of data in file system such as HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System).
Apache Lucene (2017) is a scalable, high-performance indexing system that offers powerful and accurate full-text search facility for variety of applications across different platforms. Google Dremel (Melnik et al., 2010 ) is a distributed system for interactively querying large data sets and supports nested data with column storage representation. It uses multi-level execution trees for query processing. Apache Drill is the Open Source implementation of Google Dremel.
Cloudera Impala (2017) offers high-performance, low-latency SQL queries on data stored in Apache Hadoop file formats. Impala integrates with the Apache Hive meta-store database to share databases and tables between them. It pioneers the use of Parquet file format, a columnar storage layout optimized for largescale queries. Dryad is a general purpose distributed execution engine (Isard et al., 2007) that was designed to support a wide variety of parallel applications such as relational queries, large scale matrix computations and text-processing tasks. It supports scalability by extending its processing capabilities from very small to large clusters. Application represented in the form of a data flow graph gets executed on a set of available computers, communicating through files, TCP pipes, and shared-memory FIFOs.
Machine learning tools
The healthcare industry is keen in availing the applications of machine learning tools to transform the abundant medical data into actionable knowledge by performing predictive and prescriptive analytics in view of supporting intelligent clinical activities.
Apache Mahout (2017) is an open source machine learning library that sits on top of Hadoop to facilitate the execution of scalable machine learning algorithms for a distributed environment. It offers techniques such as Recommendation, Classification, and Clustering. Mahout applications include pattern mining, user interest modeling, and personalization. Skytree (2017) is a general purpose machine learning platform that uses artificial intelligence to produce sophisticated algorithms for performing advanced analytics. It has the ability to process massive datasets (structured and unstructured) in an accurate manner without down sampling. Few of its use cases are recommendation systems, anomaly/ outlier identification, predictive analytics, clustering and market segmentation, and similarity search. Karmasphere (2017) creates a big data platform that mines and analyzes the web, mobile, sensor and social media in Hadoop. It provides a graphical environment that supports navigation through big data of any variety and spot trends and patterns in it. Karmasphere had been acquired by FICO in 2014. BigML, 2017 is a scalable and programmable machine learning platform that provides several tools to perform machine learning tasks such as classification, regression, cluster analysis, anomaly detection and association discovery. It seamlessly integrates the features of machine learning with cloud infrastructure to build cost-effective applications with high scalability, flexibility, and reliability.
Real-time and stream data processing tools
Advances in IoT and sensor devices found in healthcare domain prompts the data processing from diversified data sources to be carried out in a real-time manner. The on-the-fly analysis of healthcare data enables the system to make better decisions for personalizing patient oriented services.
Apache Storm (2017) is a real-time data platform for processing limitless streaming data that boasts capability to integrate seamlessly with existing queuing and database technologies to process over a million tuples per second per node. Its applications include real-time analytics, interactive operation system, online machine learning, and ETL. S4 (Simple Scalable Streaming System) is a distributed stream processing engine (Neumeyer et al., 2010) that allows programmers to develop applications for processing continuous unbounded streams of data. Some of the key properties such as robustness, decentralization, scalability, cluster management, and extensibility have been offered by S4.
SQLstream Blaze (2017) is a streaming analytics platform that acquires data from all available sources in all formats and at all speeds (Unstructured, structured, local, distributed, in-motion, atrest, live or historical) . The Blaze has the potential to scale up its data handling capability to millions of records per second per CPU core with 1-5 ms latency. Splunk (2017) is a real-time and intelligent big data platform that enables organizations to gain operational intelligence from machine data for real-time insights. It performs indexing of structured /unstructured machine-generated data, real-time searching and reporting analytical results.
Apache Kafka (2017) is a distributed streaming platform used for building real-time streaming data pipelines (reliable transfer of data between systems or applications) and applications (transform or act on streams of data). It uses four core APIs (Producer, Consumer, Streams, and Connector) to facilitate services such as message passing, storage and stream processing. SAP Hana (2017) an in-memory analytics platform that provides real-time analysis along with support for various capabilities such as database services, advanced analytics, application development, data access, administration, and openness.
Visual data analytical tools
Data visualization tools in healthcare helps to identify patterns, trends and deviations that include outliers, clusters, association discovery and time series analysis for improving clinical healthcare delivery and public health policy.
Jaspersoft (2017) is a scalable big data analytical platform that supports effective decision making with the help of interactive reports, analytics, and dashboards. It provides fast data visualization on storage platforms such as MongoDB, Cassandra, Redis, Riak, and CouchDB. Tableau (2017) has the ability to transform large, complex data sets into intuitive pictures. It combines advances in database and computer graphics technology to analyze huge datasets with limited computing resources. Qlik (2017) enables healthcare organizations to explore clinical, financial and operational data through visual analytics to discover insights that lead to improvements in care, reduced costs and delivering higher value to patients. Table 3 accounts various big data tools with their merits that facilitate the execution of specified tasks in the healthcare ecosystem.
The above-discussed tools are helpful to the researchers for deploying effective healthcare frameworks that facilitate end-toend healthcare solutions by improving patient outcomes with the advent of big data.
Conclusion
Framework based solutions always cater to the comprehensive requirement of various stakeholders involved in the healthcare domain. With the impact of big data, healthcare domain was revamped and offer intensive solutions for handling diversified big data sources that range from patient health records to medical images. This paper reviews various research attempts in establishing healthcare frameworks and summarizes their significant outcomes. The summary of contributions by various researchers highlights the data source utilized, adopted analytical techniques and other features. At the end, the implication of various big data tools in developing healthcare framework is also extensively studied. Palantir (2017) Assist decision makers for highlighting the process insights by uncovering treatment options and improving the standard of patient care. Ayata (2017) Performs exclusive prescriptive analytics from large amount of data towards helping organizations for making smarter decisions. Attunity (2017) Modern data integration platform for performing automated data pipelines at a faster rate from different architectures such as cloud and data lakes. Informatica (2017) Provides enterprise information management solutions over data from diversified sources Jitterbit (2017) Facilitates integration of data from Saas based cloud services and on-premise applications in an intelligent manner.
Searching and processing
Apache Lucene (2017) High performance, full-featured text search engine for performing full-text search across different platforms.
Google Dremel Melnik et al. (2010) Complements Map/Reduce based computations supported by Hadoop for processing nested data with high scalability.
Cloudera Impala
Executes low latency and high concurrency analytical queries on top of Hadoop.
Dryad Isard et al. (2007) Provides high performance distributed execution engine with good programming constructs.
Machine Learning Apache Mahout
Offers distributed machine learning library for processing scalable mining algorithms.
Skytree (2017) Tool for performing machine learning and advanced analytics of massive data sets at high speed. Karmasphere (2017) Big data workspace tool for discovering pattern insights from large volume of data stored on hadoop clusters. BigML (2017) Platform for offering solutions to big data use-cases through predictive analytics.
Stream Data Processing
Apache Storm (2017) Scalable and flexible real-time computation system for processing massive amount of data. S4 Neumeyer et al. (2010) Tool for processing unbounded stream data in a distributed, scalable and fault-tolerant manner.
SQLstream Blaze (2017) Supports creation of distributed streaming applications that deliver data ingestion, integration, and analytics in real time.
Splunk (2017)
Highly scalable tool to collect and harness machine data. Ability to scale from laptop to datacentre. Apache Kafka (2017) A distributed, high throughput stream data processing tool for facilitating publish-subscribe messaging system. SAP Hana (2017) Tool for in-memory computing of stream data for real-time analytics.
Visual Data Analytics
Jaspersoft (2017) Provides interactive visual analytics at large scale by extracting information from one or more data sources. Tableau (2017) Provides faster, highly interactive dashboards to project extracted patterns. Qlik (2017) Explores clinical and operational data through visual analytics for discovering insights.
